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NEWS 
The Latest Goodrem Release… 

Karen Goodrem has definitely made her mark in the D:Raf Recording Studio. Her recent 
release ‘Unbreakable’ suggests Karen is here to stay as she depicts the battles we go 
through in day to day life.


“Karen is extremely professional and has mastered her vocals – allowing her to perform 
exactly what the track needs to be a hit,” explains D:Raf. As you listen to the single it 
develops a strong pulse that, when matched with Karen’s natural emotion, paves the 
way for a new D:Raf masterpiece. There has been a lot of support for the song on 
social media and a large push to get Karen back into he studio to further capture her 
amazing vocal talent.
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“Karen is extremely 
professional and has 
mastered her vocals 
to perform exactly 
what the tracks 
need to be a hit.” 

- Danny Rafael 
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“A huge thank you to Danny Raphael for everything,” 
remarks Karen. The final product speaks for itself, 
where all aspects of the production have been 
scrutinised to achieve the highest audio quality and 
listener satisfaction.


D:Raf has also been very impressed with Karen’s 
vocals that feature on a new release by Paul Mahady. 
“Danny played her track in the studio, and I was 
instantly drawn to Karen’s emotional connection on 
that particular track, and I thought she would be 
perfect to complete my project,” Paul comments.


One haunting track on the project is ‘Falling Slowly,’ 
from the play ‘Once.’ It features Karen and Paul 
singing a duet which takes the listener on a fantastic 
journey. Beautifully performed by both singers, it is 
sure to please all fans. Paul was extremely impressed 
with the final mix, particularly with how well Karen 
complements his own vocals.


At D:Raf Recording Studios there are many 
opportunities to collaborate with other artists of both 
similar and different genres. Collaboration projects 
are also a great way to build up your fan base. D:Raf 
encourages collaboration with international artists 
and producers to create interesting music that is 
influenced by the different corners of the globe. “This 
is a great way to test the waters on what music is 
currently doing well in different parts of the world,” 
Danny boasts. D:Raf Recording Studio creates not 
only great music, but is a great networking venue for artists of all styles. 

	  	  	  

If you are looking for your next hit to be recorded, look 
no further than D:Raf Recording Studio, where quality, 
professionalism and commitment to your project is 
uncompromised. 


To make bookings you can phone or SMS 0413 267 487. 
Alternatively, you can email at 
draf.recordings@gmail.com. If you require further 
information or want to follow D:Raf, please visit our new 
international website  www.d-raf.com. 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Edited by Thomas Matkovic. 

Purchase Karen Goodrem’s ‘Unbreakable’ on iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/au/album/unbreakable-single/
id997145350
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“D:Raf played her 
track in the studio, 
and I was instantly 
drawn to Karen’s 
emotion on the track, 
and I thought she 
would be perfect to 
complete my project” 

- Paul Mahady

“A huge thank 
you to Danny 
Rafael for 
everything 
you’ve done” 

  - KAREN GOODREM
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